Setting equipment

A Tubtara® can be set with a hand- or pneumatic tool, a press or an automatic installation unit.

- Hand tools to set blind rivet nuts

DFS 307 T
Compact & practical hand tool for light duty assembly.
Capacity:
Alu: M3 - M6
Steel: M3 - M5

DFS 311 T
Strong and reliable hand tool for heavy duty assembly in the field.
Capacity:
Steel & Alu: M6 - M12
Stainless steel: M6 - M10

NM 1
Small hand tool for prototype work and repairs.
Capacity:
Steel & Alu: M4 - M12
Stainless steel: M4 - M6

How to order or inquire: Please prefix the TUBTARA order code with 'R852-' example: R852-513550